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Recent Excavations in Teotihuacan, .Mexico
Mike Spence
In order to chase those Winter blahs away, this month we o f f e r Mike Spence, of
the U n i v e r s i t y of Western Ontario, who will describe the work he has been doine the
last few years down Mexico wav. W h i l e most of us are familiar with Mike's work in
Ontario on the Early and Middle Woodland, as well as on osteological materials, Mike
also does real archaeology in Mexico (ie. walls, stone buildings, etc.!). W h i l e many may
wish they were visiting Mike down there right about now. a poor but cheaper substitute
would be to come out the Museum of Indian Archaeology on Thursday, March 8th at 8
PM. Now all we need is some cold Mexican beer and hot food!
DON'T FORGET, 1990 MEMBERSHIPS FEES ARE DUE A.S.A.P.!!!
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EXECUTIVE REPORT
With the Chapter President currently in Egypt, the Executive has not been busy
of late. One exception was Saturday, February 17th, when Chapter Director Wayne
Hagerty, along with Bob Mayer and Mahilia Rafek, attended the City of London
sponsored CityVisions, a one day forum designed to bring together the many heritage
organizations in this city to discuss current concerns and future directions in London
heritage. Wayne, Bob and Mahilia were able to express the archaeological perspective
during this meeting. Wayne reports that a number of issues will be developed from this
forum, and then addressed to London's development community in order to convey the
heritage community's concerns for heritage resources in London. Our continued
involvement in this group will ensure that archaeology has as high a profile in London
as other aspects of heritage, as well as ensure that the London Chapter develops a
profile among the other heritage organizations in the city, which we have avoided doing
in the past to our loss. Hopefully we are now rectifying that oversight.
Elsewhere, Occasional Publication Series editor Neal Ferris and Volume editor
Chris Ellis swear that 1990 will be the year that the Prehistory of Southern Ontario
volume will finally hit the stands! While promising a fall release date, Chris does report
that just 5 of the 15 chapters to this monster still require some work. Indeed, as you
read this Chris has produced galleys of all chapters up to the start of the Late
Woodland. Funding assistance to produce this volume is still being sought, but Chris is
more upbeat now than he's been in years! While we don't want you to hold your breath,
it does appear as though the last corner has been turned, and their heading for home
(albeit at the pace of a snail)! From an advance look at the galleys, we can say that
the volume will have been worth the wait.

JOBS! JOBS! JOBS!:
The archaeological consulting f i r m of Mayer, Poulton and Associates Inc. are looking for
individuals to fill the following positions:
Field Directors and Staff Archaeologists: Full and seasonal positions on assessment and
excavation projects, starting in April/May of this year. Applicants must meet provincial
licencing requirements. Salary negotiable based on previous experience.
Survey and Excavation Crew Members: Positions available for summer projects starting
April/May. Students should submit resumes along with a brief statement of career goals.
Salary ranges from $8.00 to $10.00 based on experience.
Applications for the above should be sent to: Personnel Manager, Mayer, Poulton and
Associates, 134 Commissioners Raod West, London Ontario, N63 1X8. (519) 668-2400.

EDITOR'S REPORT
This month Wayne Hagerty and Paul Lennox report on a Ministry of
Transportation salvage of a historic Neutral site type we don't hear about everyday, but
perhaps we should, if we truely are interested in the "total" picture of Neutral
archaeology. As well, some members may have noticed on past membership lists that the
London Chpater is blessed with a small but vocal northern Ontario contingent. Well, in
what we hope will become a regular feature, one of those members has provided a brief
"News From the North" report for us to consider. KEWA's motto should be "if we have a
member doing it, we want to report on it!".

The Alder Site: An Historic Neutral Camp, Brant County, Ontario
Wayne Hagerty and Paul Lennox
Introduction
The Alder site (AhHa-71), located in Brantford Township, Brant County Ontario,
was discovered while test-pitting a woodlot during archaeological survey of the
proposed Highway 403, Ancaster to Brantford corridor (Lennox and Murphy 1989). The
site is situated on a slight rise of land to the east of a small pond which drains to the
north of the site. To the east the land slopes to another wet, marshy area,
approximately 100 meters away, at the head waters of a branch of Big Creek (Figures 1
and 2). The immediate environment leaves limited available dry land for settlement.
During archaeological survey in the spring of 1988, one 30 cm square test pit
resulted in the recovery of two Onondaga chert flakes. Subsequent testing strategies
were developed to determine the nature and extent of archaeological material which
potentially would be destroyed during highway construction. This included the
excavation of several one meter squares near the location of the original test pit. These
were excavated with shovels and the topsoil screened through 6 mm mesh resulting in
the recovery of several more chert flakes and a few pieces of pottery. With the
concentration of cultural material appearing to be greater towards the west, a more
extensive mitigation of the site was initiated in the spring of 1988.
A total of 103 one meter squares were excavated, removing two small loci and
testing the surrounding area for additional artifact concentrations. From the South
locus 224 pieces of chipped stone and 289 pieces of pottery were recovered. The
pottery, along with a glass bead from Feature 1, indicate that this locus represents an
historic Neutral occupation. The North locus produced 347 pieces of debitage but only
one bodysherd. The North locus may represent an Archaic component since materials
were found well into the subsoil stratum. However, aside from the bodysherd, no
temporally diagnostic artifacts were identified from this area.
Features
Only two features were identified in the South locus (Figure 3). Feature 1 was a
circular pit, measuring 80 cm in diameter and 15 cm deep (below the topsoil - A
horizon), and consisted of homogeneous topsoil fill. Although approximately half of the
feature fill was subjected to flotation, the entire pit contained only 9 secondary flakes
and a glass bead. However, the topsoil above this feature, and that from surrounding
squares was prolific in artifact recoveries, indicating the focus of activity for the South
locus. No indentifiable archaeobotanical remains were recovered from the flotation or
screened samples of this feature.
Feature 2 consisted of a shallow, discontinuous patch of red subsoil tentatively
identified as a hearth though no charcoal or ash were found in association. It is of
interest to note that Features 1 and 2 appear to divide the South locus artifact class
distribution spatially; the majority of ceramics being obtained from squares to the north
and west while most lithic materials came from the south and east (Figure 3).
Within the north locus, the continuous distribution of debitage to approximately
50 cm into what appeared to be undisturbed subsoil may also be considered a "feature".
Such "invisible features" have been recorded elsewhere, principally in association with
Archaic or Paleo Indian materials, where their lack of distinctive fill is attributed to

Figure 1.

Location of the Alder Site,

their age and the result of leaching, particularly in sandy subsoil conditions (eg. Deller
and Ellis 1984: 42; Lennox 1986a: 15).
Artifact Analysis
For the purposes of discussion, the materials recovered from the South and North
loci of the Alder site are described separately so that they may be compared and
contrasted in order to explore the argument that they perhaps represent two distinct
occupations, an argument which is by no means conclusive but is somewhat supported by
the distance between loci and differences in materials represented.
Lithics
Debitage: A total of 224 pieces of debitage, 1 core, 1 utilized flake and 2
scrapers were recovered from the South locus, primarily to the south and east of
Features 1 and 2. The debitage, all Onondaga chert, is dominated by small, secondary
flakes (61.6%), derived from shaping and thinning bifacial tools (Table 1). Primary
flakes, generated from cores, are poorly represented (14.7%), as are flake fragments
(15.6%) and pieces of shatter (8.0%). This suggests that lithic reduction activities at the
site were focused on the latter stages of tool production and on tool maintenance
activities. Thirty-eight flakes possess remnants of cortex on their dorsal surfaces, 36 of
which showed evidence of tabular cortex, indicative of the use of a primary source for
material acquisition.
The North locus produced 345 pieces of debitage from within an area measuring
roughly 3 x 4 meters. Almost half of the assemblage was obtained from a single 1 meter
unit and 71.6% of the entire North assemblage are flake fragments. Aside from this
anomaly the identifiable portion of the assemblage shows a ratio of primary to
secondary flakes similar to the southern locus (Table 1), again suggesting emphasis on
the later stages of tool production or tool resharpening. Only four pieces of debitage
from the North locus exhibit cortex and this is tabular in all instances.
TABLE 1: Debitage Morphology
Flake Type

South Locus
No. Percent

North Locus
No. Percent

Primary
Secondary
Shatter
Fragments

33
138
18
35

14.7%
61.6%
8.0%
15.6%

13
83
2
247

3.8%
24.1%
0.6%
71.6%

TOTAL

224

99.9%

345

100.1%

Core: The Onondaga chert core from the South locus exhibits a maximum length,
width and thickness of 47, 33, and 30 mm respectively. Tabular cortex appears on
several surfaces and edges apear battered, possibly through transport, but only a few
flake scars are present as if the core was brought to the site for use but not exhausted.
Tools: The small end scraper from the South locus was made on a primary flake of
Onondaga chert. It exhibits a dorsal retouch on its distal edge creating a convex, 16 mm
wide bit with an edge angle of approximately 45 degrees. Both lateral edges exhibit
dorsal retouch for most of their length, removed in shaping the tool for hafting or
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Site Topography and Limits of Excavation.

perhaps dulling the edges of a hand-held tool. The scraper has a maximum length, width
and thickness of 30, 20 and 5 mm respectively. The ventral surface is unmodified
(Figure 4.a). The other small scraper or "thumbnail" scraper is made on a primary flake
of Onondaga chert. The specimen measures 22 mm in maximum length, 18 mm in
maximum width and 3 mm in maximum thickness. Steep, distal dorsal retouch creates a
convex bit edge measuring 17 mm wide with an edge angle of approximately 70 degrees.
The ventral surface is unmodified (Figure 4.b).
One utilized flake recovered from the South locus is an unusual specimen. This
large flake fragment (33+ x 26 x 5 mm) exhibits k and possibly 5 snap fractures creating
5 concavitites along the flake's lateral edges. One of these snapped edges exhibits steep
dorsal use retouch for 12 mm along its concave edge. Also, the point between two snap
fractures on the same edge (left edge in Figure 4.c) exhibits edge rounding likely
created through use. Similar tools have been reported for Paleo Indian sites where they
are called gravers or cutters but these are usually retouched to accentuate the point.
The snap fractures along the edges of this tool may have been created to dull the
specimen's naturally sharp edges in order to make it easier to hold during use.
The remaining tools from Alder are from the North locus. One, a small, utilized
flake fragment, exhibits dorsal use retouch and edge rounding along 11 mm of its distal
edge. The specimen measures 17+ mm long, 16 mm wide and 2 mm thick (Figure 4.e).
The remaining specimen is a small fragment from the tip of a biface, likely a projectile
point, but offers no useful data as to cultural affinity.
Ceramics
A total of 289 ceramic pieces recovered from the South locus are represented by
1 rimsherd, 26 necksherds, 84 bodysherds and 179 microsherds. The single rimsherd
(Figure 4.d) exhibits wide, shallow, vertical impressions at the interior and exterior lip
edges, a plain lip, incipient collar development and smoothed-over cord surface
treatment on the neck (smoothed almost to the point of being plain). Virtually all of the
other ceramics exhibit smoothed-over cord surface treatment (where observable) and are
highly fragmented. Judging from the quantity of ceramics recovered, and their fairly
tight distribution on the site, a single vessel is likely represented. One bodysherd
recovered from the North locus is possibly from the same vessel and is probably
intrusive into the area from the South locus.
Historic Material
The only historic artifact from the site was a glass bead (Figure 4.f) recovered
from a flotation sample from Feature 1. The specimen measures 3 mm in diameter and
exhibits a red exterior and clear core (Type IVa3, see Kidd and Kidd 1970: 60).
Discussion-Conclusion
Two activity loci are indicated by the distribution of material at the Alder site, a
northern locus and a southern one. That these loci may be contemporaneous is suggested
from their close proximity, the use of virtually identical variants of Onondaga chert and
their association of one bodysherd with the otherwise aceramic North locus.
Alternatively, the separation between the loci, the virtually exclusive ceramic
association with the South locus, the difference in feature preservation and in debitage
morphology, all argue that the loci are distinct, perhaps non contemporaneous
occupations separated by time as well as space.
Assuming that the two loci are not contemporaneous, the only clue to the age or
cultural affinity of the North locus is the presence of material in what appears to be
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South Locus Features and Artifact Distributions.
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undisturbed subsoil. "Invisible features" are usually associated with Archaic period
occupations. The small size of this component and the presence of a small assemblage of
debitage (dominated by flake fragments and secondary flakes), along with a biface
fragment - probable point tip and a utilized flake may together suggest that the site
represents a specialized activity area at which a projectile point was manufactured
from a transported quarry blank. The small utilized flake was conceivably produced in
preparing the projectile shaft for refitting the point. Such a scenario might have
involved a short stay of a few hours by a single individual. Additional activities,
perhaps including butchering and biface-knife resharpening, may also have been
conducted at the site, although no data is available to support this. Notable, but
inexplicable, is the high rate of flake fragmentation in the North locus.
The South locus is interpreted as being the focus for most activity at the site,
including food preparation as is evidenced by pottery and possibly a hearth. The
refinement or cutting of some organic material, likely hides, is suggested by the
presence of 2 small scrapers and a utilized flake. The two small features identified in
this locus include a small, shallow pit and a possible hearth, neither of which contained
substantial quantities of cultural material, yet appear to represent the focal point of
the occupation. This locus is attributed to a Neutral occupation on the basis of its
geographic location and the Late Woodland ceramics recovered, while the single glass
bead refines the site's temporal range to the historic period. Round, red glass beads
appear throughout the historic Neutral sequence but are most abundant during Glass
Bead Period III, dating from the 1620's to the late 1640's (Kenyon and Kenyon 1983:
64).
The ceramics from the South locus appear to represent the badly fragmented
remains of one vessel while the lithics are dominated by secondary flakes suggesting
biface production and resharpening, although several flakes are scraper retouch
specimens. Two small scrapers and a utilized flake complete the tool inventory from this
part of the site. Although the artifact assemblage from the South locus is small and the
presence of diagnostics extremely limited, a few impressions may be derived from the
material recovered. This southern part of the site would appear to represent a short
term camp, possibly situated next to the small pond and marsh to take advantage of
specific, though undefined, available resources. The scrapers recovered obviously pertain
to some form of scraping activity, perhaps the processing of animal hides, although
faunal remains were not recovered to support this. The lack of animal bone from the
site may be the result of several factors. If the bone was not buried, calcined or in
some other way preserved it may have been subject to consumption or removal by
subsequent animal activity or decomposed through surface exposure. It is also possible
that animal remains may have been discarded beyond the area excavated or transported
to another location. The debitage recovered suggests that biface production and/or
resharpening was conducted at this locus, although no bifaces were recovered. The
ceramic vessel was likely transported to the site and abandoned upon breakage.
The Alder site would appear to be an historic Neutral site type that has received
little previous attention. Much of the early archaeological research on the Neutral, and
the Late Woodland period generally, concentrated on large villages and cemeteries (eg.
Noble 1978). More recently, research focus has shifted to smaller hamlets as well as
seasonally occupied sites, allowing for a fuller understanding of the complex settlementsubsistence strategies which were practiced during the Late Woodland period (for
example: Lennox 1984; 1986b; 1987; Poulton 1985; Pearce 1983; Williamson 1983a;
1983b; Uamieson 1979). Additionally, the ethnohistoric record further suggests that the
Huron seasonal round included long periods when parts of the community were away
from villages (see Tooker 1967: 71), a pattern that was likely similar for the Neutral.
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Alder Site Artifact Examples

End scrapers (5SOW, 10S9E)
Utilized Flake with multiple snap fractures on both
lateral edges (10S7E)
Rimsherd (7S3E)
Utilized flake (8NOW)
Glass Bead (F-l) red exterior, clear core, Tyoe IVa3
(Kidd and Kidd 1970:60).

Villages and even hamlets tended to concentrate activities within a defined space and
are therefore difficult to miss archaeologically (a likely reason for early emphasis on
this site type). However, sites created as a result of activities carried out away from
villages and hamlets, such as short term extractive camps, appear only as small, diffuse
scatters, which are difficult to identify archaeologically (and hence why research has
paid little attention to them). However, with the rise in cultural resource management
in southern Ontario, archaeologists are now required to both properly identify, excavate
and interpret these more "esoteric" archaeological manifestations.
At present, the Alder site represents but one archaeological example of this
"extra"-village Neutral occupation. As such, the presence of scrapers (2) and ceramics (1
vessel) along with lithic debitage might be attributed to an extractive camp, likely
occupied for a short period of time by individuals from one of the nearby villages, while
procurring and/or processing available resources from the intermittent wetland at the
headwaters of the Big Creek drainage system. While a single site like Alder can provide
only limited material for interpretation, continued investigations of small Late Woodland
occupations, most as a result of CRM requirements, will lead to more sites of a similar,
non-village nature being encountered and explored. Expanding the database of his
obscure site type will hopefully lead to a fuller understanding of Late Woodland
settlement-subsistence strategies, and then perhaps the prehistoric and historic Native
occupation on the southern Ontario landscape can be more fully understood.
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EWS FROM THE NORTH
Nestor Falls Site Nets 32,000 Artifacts
The Nestor Falls archaeological excavations have proved so rich that director
Colleen Halverson cannot complete the
dig withinthe allotted year of funding.
The excavations were intended to expose what regional archaeologists believed was a small portage encampment
at the base of the falls in the village on
the east side of Lake of the Woods, a
task that could be completed easily
within one field season. The Ministry of
Northern Development provided
$75,000 funding, the Ontario Heritage
Foundation provided $9,500 and the
regional archaeologist's office of the
Ministry of Culture and Communications provied the coordination. Halverson was chosen as director through the
bidding process and all seemed well.
Until...
Excavation by a 12 member crew began
unearthing thousands of pottery fragments and lithics, including flakes and
stone tools, and it became apparent to
Halverson that the site was proving to
be a large village of both the Middle and
Late Woodland Periods (about 200

Blackduck pottery, in situ, at Nestor Falls, dates to about A.D. 1200.
B.C. to A.D. 1750). The crew toiled
through summer heat into October rains
and still did not complete the two large
blocks of excavation units begun in
June - only about 18 cm in depth has
been excavated out of an estimated 33
cm of soil before bedrock will be hit. The
blocks of units have been backfilled for
winter.
During that time, about 3,900 visitors
toured the site and looked at artifact
displays. The Local Services Board of
Nestor Falls has expressed a wish to

have the excavations continue, and
Paddy Reid, regional archaeologist with
the Ministry of Culture, has been asked
to organize a meeting of interested parties to explore possible funding mechanisms to continue the dig for another
two years.
The site is 'multicomponent' - it has
several cultural levels - including Archaic (before 200B.C). Laurel (200
B.C. - A.D. 1200), Blackduck (A.D.
100-1750). Selkirk (A.D. 1200 - 1750)
and Historic (after A.D. 1750). In rock

.....
.
.
btacey Bruyere from Couchiching Re- s"*'*1"^*'--''*rf-^5a'";''":*^t-::-'^i*^***^^
serve acted as a supervisor at Nestor Excavation block at Nestor Falls. The popsicle sticks in the ground point to
Falls.
the location of an artifact.
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art terms, rock carvings and boulder
alignments may be as early as Archaic.
Rock paintings may date to as early as
Middle Woodland, although no proof
has been found. The Nestor Falls Site is
very close to the Three Caverns Pictograph in Sabaskong Bay (see our Summer Issue), and may hold clues to its
age.
The two major occupations are Laurel
and Blackduck. The Laurel people were
the original builders of the huge burial
mounds along the Rainy River and introduced to this area such traditional
Algonkian cultural traits as wild rice harvesting, birchbark canoes, domeshaped lodges, pottery, the bow-andarrow and possibly pictography. The
Blackduck people may have been descendants of the Laurel, and may represent early Cree/Ojibway people.
While excavations.are unfinished and
results are necessarily preliminary, the
site appears to have been a major village at the side of the rapids, and outlines of the ancient houses may still be in Carl Blackhawk received an Ontario Heritage Foundation grant to analyze
the ground to be exposed another artifacts from Nestor Falls.
time.
The Ontario Heritage Foundation
(OHF) continues to support three native
students who worked at Nestor Falls.
Stacey Bruyere. a second year student
at Brandon University, and Chris Keast,
a second year student at Trent University, who received salaries from the
OHF last summer to act as supervisors
at the site, have been given grants of
just over $2.000 each to conduct archaeological research projects over the
winter. Stacey is analysing the faunal
assemblage (animal bone) from the
Ballynacree Site in Kenora, another
Laurel village, and Chris is analysing the
lithic tools from the Meek Site in Tranquil Channel, Lake of the Woods, a
major Selkirk (prehistoric Cree) village.
As well, Carl Blackhawk will receive just
over $5,000 to help Halverson analyse
the Nestor Falls assemblage this winter
in the Kenora MCC lab. Carl hopes to
enter university next fall.

CBC Television films director Colleen Halverson explaining the site to
visitors at Nestor Falls.

